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ONCE UPON A TIME IN A WILD-WILD UKRAINE...
14 July 2001
The terrible truth of journalism in Ukraine today is that journalists’ professional activities can cause their deaths. The assassination of our colleague from Slaviansk Ihor
Aleksandrov, the second such case over the last year, confirms the general ominous rule: it is mortally dangerous for a political journalist to be unbiased, to say nothing of being
oppositional. Not only has the tragedy in Donbass been another manifestation of the real situation with the freedom of speech in Ukraine; but also more evidence of the
ruthlessness and the helplessness of the authorities that claim to take “under their personal close control” crimes against the mass media representatives but are incapable of
preventing them or punishing the perpetrators. The same authorities that keep declaring the freedom of speech while cynically curtailing this freedom.
One can hardly think of an adequate way to evaluate the statement made by the country’s highest official to the effect that the Slaviansk events “are paid too much attention”
whereas elsewhere in the world “people are dying by dozens and nobody seems to notice it”. Does it mean that people should start dying by thousands in Ukraine for the
Constitution guarantor to admit the massive violation of human rights, including the very basic one - the right to live?
The masters of the country are scared lest they should lose their power; because of their fear the people writing about the power are forced to live in a constant fear of their
lives. We all live on the Cape of Fear. At this stage it is hard to say who is more scared.
Fear has always been the major driving force of violence. The oncoming parliamentary election is likely to turn into a violent war. This would not just be a war of interests,
disinformation and administrative resources. It is not unlikely that blood will be shed in it, and not only the journalists’ blood, alas.
Those who are able to actually change the current situation are, unfortunately, most interested in leaving the sleeping dogs lie…
The Zerkalo Nedeli is hereby presenting a number of versions likely to cast light on the reasons underlying the Slaviansk tragedy. We are giving the floor to those who are
officially responsible for the investigation as well as to those who used to know our colleague whose life was brought to such an early and such a cruel end.
Over the last week the number of accounts of the murder has increased, although slightly. Everyone who feels like commenting on this tragic death tends to believe it was related
to Ihor Aleksandrov’s professional activities. The Deputy Minister of Interior Colonel-General Volodymyr Melnykov is not an exception. At his press conference last Friday he
underlined the fact that the President of Ukraine is personally supervising the investigation in this case. At the moment, the possible perpetrators and their clients are being
identified. “I’ve been staying in Donetsk since July 1. I’ve been spending practically all my time in Slaviansk. And I have warned the chiefs of Slaviansk police and Northern Division
for Fighting Organized Crime that if I have to settle in that city, they will part with their top positions”, - the General promised to his subordinates. Perhaps such exigent demands
will encourage them to work with greater enthusiasm. The more so that a bounty of 100,000 hryvnas has been offered for the capture of the murderers. The bounty can be
awarded to either a police officer or any citizen of Slaviansk who will provide practical help to the investigation. As for the perpetrators, some police officers (preferring to stay
anonymous) are certain those were the criminals who could not or did not want to stop, when enough was enough, in fulfilling the order aimed to intimidate rather than to kill
Ihor Aleksandrov.
Besides the official police version, there is another one claiming that Ihor Aleksandrov’s filed his claim to the European Court of Justice in Strasbourg, which allegedly mentions the
name of an MP Oleksandr Leshchinsky. This claim is considered to have triggered the whole campaign against the journalist. Having offered our condolences and apologies, we
tried to clarify the details in our conversation with the reporter’s widow Liudmyla Aleksandrova…
— I don’t know what happened with this claim. As far as I can remember, his last appeal was to the Prosecutor General. Perhaps, Ihor Oleksandrovych’s lawyer Glotov would be
better informed about the claim. I think he stopped short of going directly to Strasbourg…
- Your husband is known to have very complicated relations with Leshchinsky. At the same time the rumor has it, he was the first to come to the rescue when
this tragedy occurred?
- This is correct. He was one of the first to give money for medicine. But he was not the only one. A lot of other people were ready to help.
- Have you got your own version of what happened to your husband?
- Not at this stage… The only thing I know for sure is that he was killed for his professional activities. He was involved in investigating several issues, but which of them instigated
the fatal finale is hard to say now.
- The MP Oleksiy Shekhovtsov said at the news conference he knew who had given the order that Ihor Aleksandrov be killed. He also was very frank in
expressing his attitude to Mr. Leshchinsky. He did not rule out the possibility that the goal of associating Leshchinsky with the murder was to ruin his
reputation.
- I don’t rule out this possibility, either, since the new owner of the TOR TV-and-radio company is the firm called Silver Age with which Mr. Leshchinsky is directly connected.
- The mass media released information that Ihor Oleksandrovych [Aleksandrov] had submitted his resignation from his position of the TV company director,
although Oleskandr Leshchinsky did not mind his staying with the company. Is this true?
- They had no chance to discuss this issue in a detailed and thoughtful manner. They just exchanged general observations, that was all. Ihor told me the new owners promised to
keep the TV company going and all the staff in place. He also said that if preserving the company cost him his job he would be prepared to quit.
- You used to publish a women’s newspaper “I Myself”, and now it has been suspended. Actually, the newspaper has not seen the light since May. So, as it is,
you and your children do not seem to have any means of subsistence. Whose assistance do you hope for?
- I’ve had a talk with the Slaviansk mayor who promised to help settle the problem of my employment. We may resume publishing the newspaper. I’ll have more specific
information after I meet with the Secretary of the Council for National Security and Defense of Ukraine Yevhen Marchuk. Ihor Oleksandrovych [Aleksandrov] knew him well and
worked a lot with him during his presidential campaign when Ihor headed Marchuk’s election headquarters. The incumbent President Leonid Kuchma expressed his condolences
and transferred, via the “League of business women of Ukraine” a 10,000-hryvna check for the children’s education…
The MP Anatoly Khmelevy, who had been the murdered journalist’s close friend for quite a long time, maintains that the following two versions are most feasible. The first one
has to do with a program that allegedly was to be broadcast by the TOR TV-and-radio company headed by Ihor Aleksandrov. As a matter of fact, Aleksandrov often gave the air
to the former officers of the Kramatorsk Division for Fighting Organized Crime, Captain Mykhailo Serbin and Major Oleh Solodun, responsible for investigating the facts of
corruption in the law enforcement of Donetsk oblast. According to Khmelevy, the deceased conducted his own journalistic investigation into local corruption cases and was
preparing a new large-scale anti-corruption program for broadcasting in the near future. The MP thinks that there could have been a lot of people determined to prevent this
program from being put on the air.
The second version is about linking the murder to the struggle for broadcasting frequency. The TOR company shared the 36th channel with another TV-and-radio company called
SKET. Their license was expiring in July but they were reluctant to vacate the frequency they had mastered. The SKET leader Yuriy Moroka is presumed to have hinted to
Aleskandrov that there were certain circles in the town and oblast outraged with Ihor Aleksandrov’s journalist activities as well as with the policy of the company he headed. TOR
used to invite the opposition representatives to participate in their programs and to re-transmit programs by the Kyiv STB channel, whose owners are not loved dearly by the
Donbass “fathers”.
Khmelevy asserts that once in their talk Aleksandrov mentioned his conversation with Oleksiy Kucherenko, aide to the MP Oleksandr Leshchinsky. Kucherenko allegedly warned the
reporter that the oblast “masters” were not happy with his dissidence.
In 1998 Leshchinsky, who is now a member of the parliamentary group “Regions of Ukraine” sued Aleksandrov for having morally offended him in one of the reporter’s programs.
As a result, in the summer of that very year Aleksandrov was denied the right to professional activities: the court ruling suspended him from journalism for five years.
Aleksandrov tried to appeal against this ruling several times, but it was not until 2000 that launching criminal proceedings against him was recognized as illegal and the case was
dismissed due to the cessation of Leshchinsky’s claim, since the lawyer to the latter announced to the court that the case had lost momentum.
According to Khmelevy, Leshchinsky has recently become a de facto owner of the TOR company. Mr. Khmelevy argues that the Open Joint-Stock Company BETONMASH, the
major shareholder in this TV-and-radio company with 66% of its shares, has ceded control over its block of shares to the Open Joint-Stock Company Advertising Informational
Agency Silver Age. According to the MP’s data, Leshchinsky is the figure behind this agency. Khmelevy is not in the know of the details of the transaction, but he happened to
hear that it cost Leshchinsky a symbolic amount of one hryvna.
As stated by Khmelevy, Leshchinsky (a co-sponsor of the “Shakhtar” football club) has recently become a major actor in a series of bargains leading him to acquire control over
numerous enterprises, including the Private Joint-Stock Company MASLOZHYR (now renamed into SLAVOLIYA and dealing in food industry), Private Joint-Stock Company
BUDMATERIALY (industry of construction materials), and a local meat-processing factory. Referring to the local authorities’ estimations, Anatoliy Khmelevy claims that, though the
actual cost of the MASLOZHYR company amounted to 65-70 million hryvnas, Leshchinsky managed to buy it for as little as 1,700 thousand hryvnas: he purchased the enterprise’s
debts from the AVAL Bank and gained control over 83% of its shares.
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actual cost of the MASLOZHYR company amounted to 65-70 million hryvnas, Leshchinsky managed to buy it for as little as 1,700 thousand hryvnas: he purchased the enterprise’s
debts from the AVAL Bank and gained control over 83% of its shares.
Anatoliy Khmelevy has noticed a frightening pattern: Ihor Aleksandrov was beaten to death with baseball bats on 3 July 2001, and about a year earlier, on 4 July 2000, here in
Slaviansk a local entrepreneur Sobko was killed with hammers. Another local businessman Rybak, manager of the UKRLIGA firm, believed to do business with Leshchinsky,
allegedly ordered that earlier murder.
Khmelevy has received information that after Aleksandrov’s death Leshchinsky paid all of the TOR company’s expenses relating to their director’s funeral. It is worth mentioning
that Khmelevy himself and his colleague MPs who knew Ihor Aleksandrov personally, such as Oleksiy Shekhovtsov, Pavlo Kuznetsov and Anatoliy Khunov, were all very quick to
respond to the journalist’s death and help with the funeral and other problems his family had to face right after the killing.
* * *
“Version” is a vague word. Sometimes numerous versions of the same event tend to obscure the vision and conceal the plain truth. It is only the professionalism, integrity and
dedication of the law enforcement in investigating the case that can be conducive to catalyzing the reaction, as a result of which the truth will become transparent and all
allegations, rumors and conjectures will fall out in the form of a by-product or sediment. Unless and until it happens, some people will be looking accusingly at Leshchinsky,
whereas others will feel suspicious as to the obvious coincidence between Yevhen Marchuk’s people being involved in establishing the “Ukrainian Pravda” newspaper where Georgiy
Gongadze used to work, on the one hand, and Ihor Aleksandrov’s active participation in running Yevhen Kyrylovych’s election headquarters, on the other. Some people will tend to
look for the Slaviansk reporter’s murderers among the Donetsk clan’s rivals, while others will remain convinced that it was the clan itself who wiped off their old scores with the
“heretic”.
Mistrust and surmise of this kind have never done a good service to either the society at large or its individual members. However, it is not the most pressing
problem of today. The real problem is that Ukrainians have been robbed not only of their confidence of tomorrow, but of their awareness of what is going to
happen to them in the next minute. We have not noticed our state’s transformation into the land where evil always defeats good, and the latter has no chance
even for a posthumous rehabilitation. Most people in this land have lost their faith in justice, and there is no use trying to appeal to the conscience, good will or
responsibility of the leaders. Nevertheless we should not abandon hope, even if nobody at the top is going to prove in a clear and convincing (not in a perverted)
way that there is authority in the country ready to protect its citizens. The last to survive will learn everything. The fact is, everyone thinks he will be the last
one.
What is to be done?
In the world there are very few irreparable, incurable or irreversible things. Death is the first of them. Yet in the same world there exists a category that can and
should be cured and improved on a constant basis. It is life. The more trite the phrase “We cannot go on living like this” becomes, the more meaning and
convincing power it seems to acquire… And we should try hard to look for the ways to cure the situation of the journalists’ safety in this country. A serious
discussion of this issue is still ahead. Today, however, we have decided to ask several people, well reputed in the world of media, one and the same question:
“What is to be done to make journalists’ life and work in Ukraine safe?” Here are their answers.
Oleksandr Tkachenko, General Producer of the “New Channel”:
- I think the authorities should declare very distinctly that they stand for:
a) the freedom of expression in this country;
b) recognizing journalists’ professional activities, no matter whether the authorities like them or not, beneficial for the society;
c) the mass media serving not as a political instrument but as market-driven and market-targeted organizations.
Should the authorities manage to communicate this message unambiguously to the journalist community, to all entrepreneurs, to the executive management of all levels and
regions; should the authorities stop reacting inadequately to the reporters’ criticism, irrespective of its essence, I believe, it will help avoid further tragedies.
Of course, the murderers should be caught and punished, but I doubt that a single successful investigation would be capable of changing the overall situation. There should be a
specially targeted program in place. The authorities’ political credo should be changed, the social culture should be changed. Only then will the journalists feel safe, will attempts on
their lives cease and will no one ever conceive the plans of doing so.
Tetiana Korobova, observer of the “Grani Plus” (Facets Plus) newspaper:
- One can qualify everything going on in this country as a campaign of terror against journalists. Perhaps, it is high time for the journalists themselves to stop thinking that their
turn will never come. Unfortunately, this is what most of them are sure of. But even this is not what frightens me most of all. What really does, is the change in my own
mentality. I have never believed that “the West will help us”, I have always been firmly convinced of the opposite. Yet now I think that if our society has swallowed the Gongadze
case, the Major Melnychenko tapes that logically supplemented it, if it has not been awakened by these scandals, then we are not just sleeping, we have been plunged in a deep
lethargy, a coma, a stupor, call it whatever you want. And I am afraid there is hardly anything to be done about it. Yet the rest of the civilized world around us, if they realize this
danger - not even to us, to themselves, in the first place, - especially in the context of their own mantras about Ukraine’s geopolitical role and value, should stop calling on the
Ukrainian authorities that tolerate the situation where journalists are being killed in their dozens, then conduct transparent investigations of these authorities’ own wrong-doings or
connivance and inaction, and start boycotting them. I see no other way out, since unless something happens to shake our people out of its eternal sleep, the journalists,
politicians, businessmen and lawyers alike will be killed on a mass scale. We have reached the point we have been gradually sliding to. It is logical and explainable from this
country’s historical perspective.
Mykola Veresen’, journalist, author of the “Taboo” program:
- I think we need to change the country to make the journalists’ safety a reality. When Ukraine has changed, when at least some elements of the civil society have emerged,
when we have ceased to be a society existing under the state power’s dictatorship, then the situation will become different anyway. The society should not be ruled by the
President in the first turn and by the government and Parliament in the second. It should learn to undertake responsibility for its own life and make the state accountable to it.
We cannot give each journalist a gun or provide them with bodyguards. Our security is the matter of a system, not of physical protection. Moreover, this isn’t even the matter of
relations between a certain journalist and a specific oligarch or governor, though they are important, of course. As soon as the system is replaced, the journalists will not have to
ask one another what should be done to ensure their safety. We can start changing the system right now, with a fair and transparent parliamentary election. We can make lots of
other concrete steps: for instance try to detect at least some of the crimes against journalists, which has not been done so far. Sometimes you cannot help asking yourself: why
is it so, that whenever a high ranking official announces that he is taking an investigation under his personal control, the case is sure to be never solved? All previous cases taken
under personal control have been left there, under control, and have never reached the courtroom. Perhaps it is a good idea after all to try and find the assassins? Then the
others may want to think twice before deciding to kill somebody or to hurt a journalist. Perhaps potential killers will start being afraid of the punishment, for now they are not.
They are sure nobody will be found and brought to court.
Viacheslav Pykhovshek, journalist, author of the “Epicenter” program:
- For journalists to feel safe, it is essential that the country’s law enforcement should work effectively. The existing law enforcement system, as far as I can judge, has preserved
its repressive functions, secret agents’ network, technical facilities and financial capacities. No one has been held personally responsible for the lack of progress in the high-profile
case investigations. For the law enforcement to operate effectively, the country’s high ranking officials should adopt the practice of making the police chiefs’ careers dependent on
the results of the investigation into attempts either on journalists’ lives or on their health. It is vital that every police officer - from the Minister of Interior to the chief of a local
division - should be fully aware that their failure to detect a crime against journalists is going to have very grave consequences for their chances of promotion or their current
positions. However, for the country’s political leaders to adopt the above practice, they should have the reputation of statesmen who view the safeguarding of the human rights as
their top priority. Provided this multi-layer interdependent combination is established in the country, the journalists will never be hampered in fulfilling their professional duties,
neither will they jeopardize their lives in doing so. I think that the present situation of the authorities’ extreme hostility towards journalists should be remedied as soon as possible.
Anatoliy Hrytsenko, President of the Oleksandr Razumkov Center:
- Unfortunately, journalists are killed from time to time, not only in Ukraine, but in developed democratic countries as well. But, unlike in Ukraine, in those countries the citizens
are sure that the authorities, the law enforcement and the journalist community themselves will do their best to find the perpetrators and the organizers of the felony. The latter
will be caught and punished most severely. In our country, however, not a single journalist’s murderer has been found so far, let alone the organizers of these crimes. Other high-
profile cases - murders of the People’s Deputies, regional leaders, bankers and businessmen - have not been properly detected, either, even though the investigation in these
cases has been publicly announced to be the state officials’ highest priority, to be taken under their personal control (I would not even mention here thousands of laymen whose
murders are usually dropped by the law enforcement). As we can see, the problem is of a systemic character, it does not allow easy solutions. The Ukrainian journalists’ security
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murders are usually dropped by the law enforcement). As we can see, the problem is of a systemic character, it does not allow easy solutions. The Ukrainian journalists’ security
can be improved by addressing the problem in the following four ways.
First, the authorities should realize their true place in a democratic society, which means that they have to (a) understand that openness, transparency and a timely identification
of weak points by the journalists is useful for the society in general and for the authorities, in particular (even if to ensure this openness the authorities will have to get rid of
their most offensive and unscrupulous representatives); (b) prevent and nip in the bud the facts of corruption and serious economic misdemeanors, since these are the two major
zones for trespassing which the journalists are usually killed.
Second, the journalists should realize that any of them could become a victim at any time. They should realize that they ought not to trigger their internal self-censorship
mechanisms and avoid writing about dangerous things, but to get united into one journalist community based on firm professional principles and corporate solidarity.
Third, Article 112 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine should be amended. It provides for a severe punishment (10-12- year or life imprisonment) for an attempt on the life of
statesmen and public figures (even for the failed attempt that caused no death!). Equally harsh punishment should be envisaged in the Code for attempts on journalists’ lives
linked with their professional activities.
And finally, we should not further procrastinate with the drastic reform of the law enforcement. Neither laymen, nor informed reporters believe in its ability to protect the human
rights and lives. The outcomes of the latest opinion poll carried out by the Razumkov Center are appalling: 65% of respondents are convinced that the law enforcement in
Ukraine is actively involved in political struggle. Unless very decisive steps are taken to reverse the situation, the murders will continue. God alone, apart from the murder
organizers, knows who (a journalist, an MP, a minister or a banker) will be killed and why.
Maryna Ostapenko, Press Secretary to the Security Service of Ukraine: [Aleksandrov]
- In case of any emergency caused by threats to the lives of journalists or their family members because of the reporters’ professional activities, the Security Service of Ukraine is
urging the citizens to report these cases (contact telephone number is 212-70-22). This is a round-the-clock service. You may rest assured that every phone call will be duly
responded to by either the Security Service or the Prosecutor General’s Office or else by the Ministry of Interior depending on their respective competencies.
Other materials:
Publication source Contact the web-site editor
If you notice a mistake, you may notify us by highlighting it and hitting Ctrl-Enter.
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